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Welcome to the hardcore MBA Podcast with your host, Erlend Bakke. 

  

Erlend: 

hello and welcome to hardcore MBA  today it is all about selling now I just came back 

from a long weekend trip exploring the British countryside of Cornwall went to the Eden 

project and then we sort of skim it up went to both had a bath in both at the rooftop both 

it is all about bathing in both and it was great it was really relaxing time I was not 

hustling I was not working I was enjoying my freedom and today had an early morning 

meeting with my managers and the month of April is the best so far this year actually a 

record month ever in  my one of my companies so I am very very happy and why did we 

make that happen well because we made more sales so today on the call we have 

Michael J. Ringer who is a sales expert he lives and breathes selling and we were 

talking earlier about how what is really a business need well it always always  always 

needs more sales and a lot of people struggling getting started in business and they are 

really sort of going you know they get turned off by rejection and they stop selling and 

they are going to give up and Michael is here today to talk about how he helps 

entrepreneurs and companies take yourselves next level he is a speaker sales trainer 

start mentor and a business mentor and welcome to the call 

  

 

  



Michael: 

alright thanks for having me 

  

Erlend: 

So have you always been a salesman 

  

Michael:  

I have, everyone’s always a salesman whether they want to admit it or not everyone’s 

always a salesman everything is that right you either you selling your family your kids to 

your friends you selling your great weekend in both for example..(2:06).. right the path is 

a ..(2:08).. I am going next  you know. I have birds up everyone is a sales person everyone’s 

always a sales person it is just whether you realize it or not so makes no difference you are 

always selling always selling and it did not matter where you are it is a key thing it is a key 

ability everyone if you do not know it you have to love it force it 

 

 

Erlend: 

so how do you do sort of idolized as the best sales person ever in the whole wide world 

 

 

Michael: 

Jordan Belfort , without a shadow of that without a shadow of that Jordan Belfort  because 

obviously he made a lot of money very immorally to start with before he went to 

prison ..(2:48).. does not know word for word straight and he have been there for under a 

rock but yes Jordan Belfort came out prison set a business I think it is first day he went out by 

himself door to door selling  mortgage and advice made by a ..(3:09).. that is an incredible 

salesman under any ..(3:14)..circumstances so yes he is still someone that I idolized as the 

best sales person our time in the world 

 

 

 

 

Erlend:  

so was that after the 72007 crash where he went out and started selling..(3:29).. 

 

 

Michael: 

yes which is obviously good time sir to run into it  as well right  

 

 

 

 



Erlend: 

so he has his ability of identifying a problem and then solving it for people’s obviously in 

2008 sort of if he was going out then selling help with people that are going bankrupt they 

are desperate right there they are desperate for help and you identify that and went out and 

said I can help you with this  

 

 

Michael: 

yes a hundred percent there was a problem which is sold by clearly and in this is if you are 

getting soft in business you have to know your problem all the problem that you solve and 

how you solve it so he went a certain different way rather than  be to see yes she went 

business to business so ..(4:16).. business stalls rather than anyone else which was actually 

quite smart are they  

 

 

 

 

Erlend: 

so can you take us take a moment just to introduce yourself and tell us a little bit about 

yourself personally 

 

 

Michael:  

yes sure my name is Michael J. Ringer  an internationally recognized sales trainer part of 

the national association experts ..(4:38)..speakers and writers always difficult to say  that 

and I own two businesses ..(4:45)..free ..(4:46)..so I am also a businessman..(4:49).. and 

mentor and motivation so you got on top of the sales training so it keeps me busy but some 

yes on that so business level that is what I take personal level and I guess my number one 

goal aside from business this year is just to help six million people so big task but getting 

there slowly but surely  

 

 

Erlend: 

well you will be reaching thousands through this interview so that is helping you towards the 

six million  

 

 

Michael: 

I am counting each and every single one ..(5:20).. I am counting everyone 

 

 

 

 



Erlend:  

so what are you currently working on that really inspires you  

 

 

 

 

Michael: 

at the moment that goal in particular that goal particularly just gets me out of bed in the 

morning with like an enthusiastic with like a passion and just ready to go through that rather 

than just you know same bed because it is really hard it is really hard and I know about my 

sleep but if you are in bed still tied you have gone to sleep that many three four o'clock in 

the morning yet  stay about three I think for me and you know and then to get up at six 

seven or eight o’clock you have to just go you have to get up and you have to go and you 

have to do it with this is passion ready for the day so for me helping six million people and ask 

nothing for it as well I do not ask anything for but that is really inspiring me at the moment really 

inspire me and it is always at the forefront of my mind how can I help more people how can I do 

this how can I grow that number so..(6:22).. was really keep me going alone 

 

 

 

 

Erlend: 

do you want to hear my trick of getting up in the morning 

 

 

Michael: yes tell me 

 

 

Erlend: 

okay so before I go to bed I say to myself when I wake up tomorrow morning I am going to 

make start counting at from ten and then down and then I have to get out before I get to zero so 

I am already then pre-program my pre-programming myself to get up by starting to  count from 

ten nine eight seven six five and it works you know it really really works not always I would say 

eight about eight out of ten times but it is a pretty good it does something with your brain 

in ..(7:05)..programming it to just move 

 

 

Michael: 

right  self-discipline  

 

 

Erlend: 

yes  



Michael: 

Self- discipline and I do not know about you but what do you think of this I feel that every 

entrepreneur or business person has to be self-disciplined you have to be 

 

 

Erlend: 

yes absolutely and I think Tony Robbins says discipline equals freedom so a lot of people start a 

business because they want more freedom and it is definitely something that I have had to learn 

I would say I have much more disciplines now than I was sort  of eight years ago when I started 

out it is also a parallel to people like other entrepreneurs like they a lot of entrepreneurs have 

done some either sort of hardcore million and military training or they have done martial arts or 

they have done something like some kind of sport competitively because that is sort of discipline 

thing and then when they start a business they bring in that psychology into business but that 

absolutely the discipline is a very very important 

 

 

 

Michael: 

yes it is just a mind game it is just a mind game because your mind will always revert back to 

whatever is easiest naturally but so and I in fact that you are not another quite that you might 

like Jim Rome and she once said we have to suffer one of two panes in life either the pain of 

discipline or the pain of regrets that one was always ..(8:37).. I once always start to think  

 

 

 

Erlend: 

I was always tend to think that success in business is very sort of counter intuitive one is you got 

to give first like you are going to give the free talk you got to give something for free It  did not 

matter what it is but typically you do something first and then not all people will then buy from 

you but likelihood of people buying from you is incredibly high ..(9:04)..you have now added 

value first and then you get some value back 

 

 

 

Michael:  

yes actually I do not know if we talk about that as well she wrote a whole ..(9:15).. a couple of 

 week so without everyone has this mindset that will keep to get ..(9:21).. you know just give to 

give and do not expect a hundred percent of those people at the seminar at the free talk on your 

webinars and you know it does not matter whatever it is just give to give give value provide 

value needs people ..(9:35).. and then you might get something back for it or you might not but 

you know I feel that a lot of people when they do give a gift to get they just get let down and 

depressed  really really really quickly and really really quickly so I would say give give first but 

just give to get or give to give rather than giving to get 



 

 

 

 

Erlend: 

absolutely and the three types of people you got the takers got the matchers and got the givers 

and I actually think that the world is divided into the lower classes are typically takers in the 

middle class are typically matchers like I will go to work as long as you pay me yes right and 

then you have  like the sort of the rich people of the world are like I am just going to add 

massive value and we will make money somehow and yes that is kind of high how I view the 

world so I try to be a giver it is not always easy you know my brain goes hey man I should be 

getting something for this  

 

 

 

 

Michael: 

but I just going to get information that should easily ..(10:45)..10:46..10:47 that get anything first  

 

 

Erlend: 

right yes yes yes  

 

 

 

 

Michael: 

wait what you are saying as well I mean for example Bill Gates, Bill Gates did not set out to 

become one of the world’s riches man you know he set out with one goal which was surely just 

a cure quite and quite and poverty in Africa , that was his goal and of course to do that you 

have to have a lot of money right so you know he set out to do that goal obviously made a 

hell of a lot of money from that 

 

 

 

 

Erlend: 

is that how he started? 

 

 

Michael: 

yes that is always his main goal since he was I think 12 to 30  



 

 

Erlend: 

seriously, wow I did not know that that is a real nugget 

 

 

Michael: 

yes real nugget, it surprise me that not many people know given like how large of a guy he 

is, you know, but he is one of the biggest philanthropist after a call what is his name 

telephone guy richest man on the planet now I forgot his name Mexico 

 

 

Erlend:  

I do not know, I do not know his name I do not read the rich list man 

 

 

Michael: 

we will just make a way then 

 

 

Erlend: 

yes ..11:59.. so why do you do what you do? 

 

 

 

 

Michael: 

I just love it, I love it and you know what  for me it is yes I cannot say it was not an easiest 

job ..12:11..I cannot say that much, but you know for me, I am doing everything I am doing 

because I feel that I have to be in a place in five ten fifteen years and fifteen is fine you 

know I have to be where I envision myself to be and to do that  just the same as everyone 

else , everyone else really wants a nice house really wants to make an impact on the planet 

but like everyone else just seems to be sitting on their ass, sitting on their ass just doing 

nothing about it you know it is just goal a goal is always a goal until you implement its to do 

list to get to the goal you know so for me it is all about just getting to that aim goal of living 

that legacy, I am legacy guy 

 

 

 

Erlend:  

why is legacy important to you? 

 

 



Michael: 

 legacy is important because you know, you cannot take anything with you, you know as I 

cannot remember who said this but this is always stuck with me .life is kind of like not only 

right but players come players go but there is one thing that will remain and that said no one 

can take the money with you , like the money, all of the hotels everything that you have 

accumulated in life does not matter what it is, you have to leave it all behind and you have 

to move on you know so for me it is about  less about what I am taking with me rather than 

just one leaving behind because that is the only thing that can do, you know so for me it is 

about leaving as much behind as I can you know I do not want to like die with you know, like 

even a hundred grand in the bank I do not want to die you know I prefer to die with zero or 

even in debt just throw some of the things. 

 

 

  

Erlend: 

so when you mean legacy it is not really about, it is not really an ego thing like I want to be 

remembered or I want to be you know remembered for thousands of years, it is more about 

that what you have created is adding value after you have gone  

 

 

Michael:  

yes, absolutely because you know, I am only going to be here for a said time, I am only 

going to be you know, I have got this thing  you know hashtag tik tok because like I am only 

here for a certain time, if I am not doing something productive with that time or something it 

like provide its value to other people in some way then I just I feel so unaccomplished man, 

I feel so unaccomplished so I just I always have to be doing something I am working 

working towards it because otherwise I am just wasting time, and time to me is the biggest 

currency. 

  

 

Erlend:  

what kind of daily habits do you have that support that goal? 

  

 

 

Michael: well, I am really big on goals but like I will write down my goals for two or three 

times a day so first thing in the morning, last thing at night and the one that surprises people 

is whenever something goes wrong, right? now, whenever something goes wrong, you 

should write down your goals because your goal should be like the things that really excite 

you as well I feel and rather than just like paying off your mortgage for example that is 

boring right? now, no one’s ever going to wake up in the morning on a Monday morning and 

be like yes perfect my mortgage today,..15:33.. come on man so whenever something goes 

wrong, I will also write down my goals because I am just like really vigorous and I am not 



right, okay that is why I am doing this ..15:42.. better pay now let us go ,you know so that I 

would say really really helped me and just doing one thing at a time, I do not multi task I 

think multitasking is a lot of nonsense. one thing at a time just get it done 

 

 

Erlend: and it is stressing out 

 

 

 

Michael:  

Michael:yes, it really stressed you out. you just focus, focus on the task at hand and what 

you can do now with what you have got and then work your way out. if you cannot do it you 

know for example you know , one of my clients at the moment, he is looking to an employee 

to three people but he just cannot afford it right now,he cannot afford it because his 

expenditure is just through the roof so he is yet he just focusing on a long-term goal but 

thinking he is going to be at achieving the short-term it is just like be self-aware and be real 

with your goals and where you are actually at. you know , if your business is turning over a 

hundred K and you are  having to take on a seventy k that for your mortgage, your family, 

your kids and do the things in life that you want to do then obviously you are left with that, 

you create profit which is barely enough to pay anyone salary 

 

 

 

Erlend: 

yes but you needed an accountant, you need expenses to go to seminars, you need to buy 

some berks I mean I am just coming up with expenses here so there are a thousand that is 

expenses  

 

 

 

 

Michael: 

yes,it is staff right? it is staff. staff money 

 

 

 

 

Erlend: 

so this is actually the case for a lot of entrepreneurs I think for people starting out it is like 

because you are making 70k but if you actually took 30k and then you paid somebody else 

40k then you could pay yourself 70k the next year and that is the whole delayed gratification 

thing but one of the things that I talk to entrepreneurs about is like the first step is typically 

always simply simplification and elimination of your lifestyle like so if you want to, if you 



cannot get any more time so what are you going to do? what you going to eliminate the 

things that you are sort of time waste and that  goes for like people and activities and habits 

and all that and then yes then you have more time to do more things so what is the right 

thing to do let us use the example of like you are making a hundred thousand pounds a 

year, you need 70,000 you desperately want to have more sales people, what is the right 

way to do that because I think this is actually something that you know I look at upon in my 

business as well as like  I want if I had another sales person we could increase x amount at 

certain and how do you do that? 

  

 

 

Michael: 

I would say that there is two different ways about going about it and I would say both I just 

as effective as each other but really really that they are and this is, it is not a new concept 

but it is just being done right now and you know company called commission crowd that 

was really really closely with actually  and again counter intuitively because they are kind of 

like a competitor of sales training which is sales outsourcing, so outsourcing your sales for a 

commission on sales agent who is already got that, the experience, already got the 

contacts, already got the people that you need there and that network of potential clients, 

you know go and get yourself a commission on sales like and these are in fact this is 

actually one way that I am really seen in the industry go at the moment because too many 

people I would say  undervalued training that sales training and training your people which 

will I would say would beat the other thing that each day and so everyone is trying to keep 

the cost low but of course which is really important as a starter and trying to keep obviously 

profit as high as possible because that is just business, right? 

  

 

 

Erlend: business  

 

 

Michael: 

business is business but some 

 

 

Erlend: 

cost low, profits high ..19:53.. high 

 

 

Michael:  

all damn right, right? no? yes I mean like it is just you would like find yourself a commission 

on sales agent, you know commission crowd for example like an online platform that barely 

just commission crowd ..20:08.. is that their address just check them out  



Erlend: 

yes, I was checking them out actually so it is a like the future of work isn’t it I mean people 

are many more slowly sort of moving there but like this whole on demand way of working 

we are seeing it  in uber, we are seeing it now in sales, we are seeing it at my company Mr. 

outsourced where on demand freelance agency so all you do is you go to the website you 

put in a request and then you speak to your project manager through slack and then we say 

it is five hundred dollars and then you pay off and then we do the work and it is like and the 

people that work for us they are like on demand so they say yes I can work this week and 

then they got we give them a lot of work and then they log off and it is a really interesting 

how this is changing but you also have a commission based company tell us about how you 

guys work? 

 

  

 

Michael: 

so I mean for me we always actually stem off all the commission crowd is always one 

reason I thought I think it is so great because as a sales trainer of his own and being a sales 

person for as long as I have been nearly a decade you know it is just you know a lot of good 

sales people right so I go to all my good sales person I am like I look that there is tons of 

money that you leave on the table with all of these companies, and all of these opportunities 

that are on this platform, do you want to do that? yes well  okay cool fine you do that and 

then like I will take a cut of whatever you are doing because I will help and support you and 

I will give you the leads, I will give you whatever you need, my contacts, my network as well 

so that you can go and leverage that particular opportunity whether it is let us say for your 

company for example or someone else’s you know it is let me support and help my team 

and I will just get a cut of it like they can take the majority I do not mind because I am not 

doing the work. it is free money. free money to me so there, you know companies woulds 

and have in the past hunting me directing you know this is what we want, this is what we 

are looking for the sell products, these are service but you know for me it is more about right 

are you good company to work with? do you have good and you know opportunity is it 

going to be worthwhile for my guys to be selling your stuff rather than what is selling now 

you know how much they are making right now hundred and fifty grand or how much would 

they be making with you probably about 80 so sorry thanks but no thanks you know and I 

would say it is really important to actually be selective with your business and if you are 

even at the start or not I really would, I would say it is genuinely selective on a be to be 

perspective. I would say just be selective because you do not want clients that are you 

know again like you were saying, those time wasting opportunities because a lot of your 

clients and this is one thing that people miss, clients can also be just as bad as those 

negative people in your life, right? that you have to get rid of, that you are always so get rid 

of the negative people in your life, get rid of the losers in your life. some of your clients 

supposed to do, I can remember that ..23:23.. 23:24..23:25..of my clients a couple of weeks 

ago because they just not doing it, not 

 



Erlend:  

it is interesting like the meeting I had before this call so we lost a  client while we did not 

lose we kind of fire them a little bit before Christmas and then they were like forty thousand 

pounds a year so you know pretty okay client and the CEO is just like she is just all over the 

place and this is this was actually with my first client when I started out as an entrepreneur 

and we have had the client for like eight years right it is always gone really well and we had 

a great relationship and then she took over as CEO like two years ago and she is so 

disorganized right and  then when the job that we were doing got messed up and then we 

got to blame and I just was not okay with getting the blame because I know that we have 

been working with him for so long and so I actually instead of sort of doing a sort of 

surrender and admit there which I often do to say I am sorry well of course we will do this 

better let us look at what we can do better next time instead of that I just said you know 

what , this is not on us, this is on you if you want to work with us in the future this is these 

are the new prices and here is the criteria and if you can meet those then we can work 

together next time and she was like I am not interested in these terms, I will going to use 

somebody else and I was like cool sure but the funny thing is like they now send us more 

work this week and so I do not know why but anyway 

 

 

 

 

Michael: 

but people do that because it is like, it is somewhat act a fear of loss particularly if you have 

clients who has been with you eight years, four years they already know you and they were 

you know the business and how good you guys normally are I mean one time of eight 

years, I mean come on like is that really like so they got what sort of fear of loss, right? and 

then it is like okay yes new times everything else but there is no one else who is going to be 

as good as you know you guys so we are going to come back and everyone should have 

that kind of service behind the sales as well because they are like so being and yang if you 

want you know, as important because if  you have great sales but terrible service it is not 

really going to go so far as it can, you know you have to have both into ..25:59.. at all times  

 

 

 

 

Erlend: 

there is always that dynamic ..26:02.. like the sales guys will be like really like oh, let's 

because I know this because I sell for my company’s always and I will be like really excited 

about ever got this massive client and then the head of production is like hey, man  

 

 

 

 



Michael: 

I do not care because we just got to deal with it , like the deals closed, deal with it  

 

 

 

Erlend: 

yes, but right then there is some friction there sometimes I believe because the sales 

people there were always interested in sort of getting more business in and then the 

production are like oh, things are working smoothly now that means we got to buy more 

computers, we got to expand, we got to train people 

 

 

 

Michael: 

I think one way I feel that this is quite a big problem for a lot of businesses that I would say 

the one way to get rid of that problem and to really make that into a positive dynamic rather 

than negative one is just to make sure that like business as with anything else, as a 

relationship, as a family, it does not matter, like communicate within internally I am not 

talking , going to have like a board meeting or whatever just like open discussion just like 

actually hey like we have got like a hundred clients at the moment, with full time servicing let 

us say fifty of them, how much more of this and we can take before we need new 

employees and like everyone should know targets and should know the goals and should 

know the threshold of when like okay if we get this big client and we are going to have 

another team now, the business is going to ..27:35.. because then it also encourages that 

team work towards it and then everyone has a group goal as well, you know everyone is 

working towards the same goal rather than it is just been so broken and everyone just being 

very sort of lone wolf which I find is a big thing in sales, you know that the top guy always 

tends to be very eager to school very lone wolf go out killing from ..28:02 you know rather 

than a team, sales team for a reason 

 

 

 

Erlend: 

so I just going to segway to another question here, what are you because in sales dealing 

with rejection is obviously a big thing for people are starting out especially. what do you do  

with when life hits you in the head with a break so like let us say you know you lose your 

biggest client or you know, what is your way of dealing with diversity? not diversity, 

adversity. 

 

 

 

Michael: 

adversity 



 

 

Erlend: 

yes 

 

 

 

 

Michael: 

yes well I mean diversity, adversity 

 

 

 

 

Elend: 

and diversity 

 

 

 

 

Michael: 

I mean the whole thing I think the definition really obviously not the diction and definition but 

for me the definition of an entrepreneur is a freaking problem solver you know there is a 

problem going solved and it does not matter like everyone so emotionally attached the 

business rather than seeing it okay it is a business, it is a business it might get right , if  I 

work hard and if i know what I am doing or it might get wrong like this it is whole thing and in 

fact Gary Vee and she speaks about this a lot and this is whole thing about glorify the 

entrepreneurship i could say ..(29:05)..like trust me honestly the business world will come 

and not only just dash you with the break after the head it is going to come with a house 

and freaking slam it on your head a few times but that is the problem,if you have a problem 

if you lose your biggest client like you would be worried about that only because you do not 

have more clients in the pipeline,right? that would be the problem so like for me I was trying 

preempt any problem that I am going to  have my business but life wise as well because 

there is always problems outside of business  

 

 

 

 

Erlend: 

I think there is a quote which sounds like what can go wrong will go wrong 

 

 



 

 

Michael: 

yes, I do not necessarily believe I find again like an entrepreneur tell me what you think of 

this..(29:59)..I find that as an entrepreneur there is one thing to expects, things to go wrong 

and is another thing just to prepare do not expect like I would always say prepare the things 

to go wrong do not expect it just prepare. have such a solid foundation for your business have such a 

solid mental state as well,for your business and as a person that when you do get hit with 

a ..(30:27).. over your head that you prepared for you know you are prepared 

 

 

 

 

Erlend: 

yes because you do not want to be living in the state of fear where you like constantly 

like ..(30:37).. what if this happens and what if that happens you cannot live there because you will 

not survive so I totally agree with you like work in a sort of preparatory way ,ask yourself like okay 

what are we doing in terms of this like what is our plan for that. I think another good method for it is 

icebergs like what did the icebergs in your business and how could you should mentally prepare for 

that but that is a very sort of  I think it is in seven habits you got like the four quadrants and this is 

very sort of productive work but it is like long term thinking and you can only get there if you have 

highly automated delegate in your business so you can spend more time there 

 

 

 

 

Michael: 

I would say, if you are running a business which are outside is well,at any level with their some SME 

corporate you know made business like wherever you are at,you should spend like quite a lot of time 

on strategy until so ridiculously clear until you can go to sleep and wake up at night and know it 

right. this is the target,this the goal rather because if you just like shooting without goals,without that 

preparation, whatever you hit is just going to be whatever you call the target rather than having a 

target,shoot the target and get it and if you are just shooting around everywhere,whatever you hit is 

your target you know 

 

 

 

 

Erlend: 

I still have this, they are like I will pick up the Sunday times or I will go to a business networking 

event or I will read about something and I get really excited about real estate and I get really excited 

about some new technology or some new industry and I think it is different, I still struggle to sort of 

stay on track sometimes and as a sort of creative entrepreneur I can now have this need also to sort of 



look what is out there and experiment and learn but then I do sort of dedicated a certain amount of 

hours everyday to the core staff that I know works but I think I need to be out there looking for new 

things. especially people starting out that maybe do not have the proof,so let us say you start the 

business and you do not have any sales then you may start trying different things and going different 

directions because you lack confidence like people do not have confidence,they will be easily 

distracted and go to try different things but people are very confident about their strategy, they can 

stick to it. how can we sort of help people that are sorting out,that are not confident that what they are 

doing is not the exact right idea, how can we help them? 

 

 

 

 

Michael: 

Okay, I will be straight on this. if you are not confident, do not even freaking..(33:38).. just do 

yourself a favor,just do not ..(33:42)... I know that sounds harsh but I am saying it because I know so 

many of my friends have sucked in business it is because it is business and it is great and it is glorify 

but do not ..(33:57).. if you are not confident like in yourself, in your ability but if you want 

to ...(34:07).. and you are not a hundred percent confident perhaps the business but you are confident 

in yourself I would say the things during that scenario is just get mental ,get mental go and  find 

someone who knows what you are talking about,who knows what to do in your business area you 

know like let us say ..(34:28).. go and find someone who set up a successful ..(34:33).. and ask for 

the help and give them and one thing I would say is just give people equity like this really annoys me 

, particularly in London right? there is this thing about everyone's really tight ,everyone's really tight 

particularly when it comes your business 

 

 

 

 

Erlend: 

so expensive here man 

 

 

 

 

Michael: 

I cannot even go out to drink, I cannot like to give it away just it's fine because look,it does not 

matter because whether it is ten percent, like ten percent of a thousand or ten percent of the meal for 

example is way better than a hundred percent of zero you know just give away, give it away because 

these people like...(35:24).. know what our talking about will going to come and provide you with so 

much ridiculous value that you just cannot miss that, you cannot miss that and if you do not know 

what you are doing, yes you can get a long way about it like I know because I have done it personally 

but you can get the long way about it of failing and failing and failing and failing of overspending of 



Facebook ads, doing the wrong kind of ads here in google, you will do everything wrong that you 

possibly can when you start like I honestly I cannot promise you pretty much everything 

 

 

 

 

Erlend: 

that comes from lack of experience and that takes away on your confidence, I mean when started out 

I was incredibly confident and then as time went on and I kept on to the failing and trying and failing 

and trying and failing and i did not realize like okay because I think I was twenty seven at the 

time,anyway  that's all I put another forty years in business, maybe fifty if I want to but I was very, I 

needed things fast and urgently and all that but it did seriously dig away out my confidence  

 

 

 

 

Michael: 

yes,it does. it does as well because failure is particularly if you are not like prepared for it, if you are 

not ready for it, failure will like screw you out big time like massively 

 

 

 

 

Erlend: 

what are some of the failures that you have had  that have been the hardest to get over 

 

 

 

 

Michael: 

for me, honestly the hardest ones had been ..(37:11)..to decide right this business is just not working, 

let me move on to a different one like 

 

 

 

Erlend: 

that is hard, that is really hard 

 

 

 

Michael: 

that is tough, that is been, I have done that a few times, I think I have done that three times, three 

times but what I have learned from doing that and I would say 



Erlend: 

I was kind of have my own failures, something about three or four 

 

 

 

 

Michael: 

yes, it is tough right? it is tough why I would  genuinely say to anyone that setting up in business is 

or that it feels like it is your baby? or  they you can treat it like as such? it is not, it is a freaking 

business, alright? do not get emotionally attached, do not get emotionally attached because you have 

to be logical and just go forward but like love what you do and I am not by any means saying to like 

just ..38:06.. business is saying, I do that because I love business you know I just set out for business, 

if I see that there is a potential for something ..(38:16).. we will set out that, you know like  one of 

those  for example, one of my failures was a business roughly which was an e-commerce store which 

actually selling really  really well and that is very soon after it just dropped off, this store was for dog 

and dog products, it just like dog ..38:41.. our source that like they are shipping everything else to 

China ,dropped shipping..38:47.. when you set out a business it takes so much time, and energy, and 

design and implementation you got the idea it is really hard to say bye to that, really hard but you 

have to, you have to because you get a tik tok, it is the time, it is the whole time that you wasted 

 

Erlend: 

yes, I had e-commerce store 

 

 

 

 

Michael: 

Oh, ..39:14.. 

  

 

 

Erlend: 

we did, it was called the stash which was all about like selling accessories to all the things 

that you did not have to try on like some glasses, wallets and like all that sort of accessories 

for humans but the failure of that was actually, I started a business with a good friend and I 

sort of convince myself this is actually the second time I did it, I am with a business partner 

and I convince myself that I could change him, I could sort of because I was so strong, I 

could lead the company in a good way and he would follow my lead but he actually turned 

out to be a bit of a psychopath actually which I am not sure how common is the, it  said that 

one out of ten people are psychopath but he was a bit scary actually. so we 

 

 

Michael: 



one out of ten normal people but I read the statistic and I tell you I cannot remember where I 

read this about week or two ago I mean it is one in four ...40:24... of all entrepreneurs and 

business people are psychopath 

 

 

Erlend: 

really? 

 

 

Michael: 

yes, that is a ridiculous you hiring out 

 

 

Erlend: 

do you know why? 

 

 

Michael: 

because we control them man like we control freaks  

 

 

Erlend: 

but it is also a part of game, because as an entrepreneur you actually have  power and psychopaths 

love power so I am actually reading this book for the first time called forty-eight rules of power, 

Robert Greene and it is the book I bought six years ago but I have not picked it out but I still struggle 

to read it because it is all about sort of power, about psychopathic power game and it talks about how 

to play the game, it is a bit like the book of the game by Neil Strauss as well, I mean this power, yes 

you can use them but I ultimately think it will not really make you very happy but it is good to know 

the game, that is why I am reading it 

 

 

Michael: 

this, this is the thing you know, again with sales for example because you know, when you know as 

many ..41:31.. programming techniques like for example, if I am seeking someone I am not, Oh, yes 

and by now you would realize this that with emphasis of the by now you know like it is just one 

example, you know like you can use anything in sales on it's seriously technical level, you can use it 

to manipulate and to do everything else and I teach people, yes you can do that but I am huge huge 

huge on moral selling, you know, huge on moral selling 

 

 

Erlend: 

how do you successfully to that? I was reading an article yesterday, that friend of mine posted about 

how unethical this sort of selling from stage guru industry is 



 

 

Michael: 

right, i think that is cool  

 

 

Erlend: 

and I was like yes, but you know you should, when it comes to people you have sort of 

competing with somebody going to Vegas and blowing twenty thousand dollars or they can 

spend twenty thousand dollars on their self-improvement program and Vegas is  using the 

same techniques for selling as most of the companies out there and the gurus doing the 

same because he realizes, he or she is competing against the money going towards Vegas. 

you know competing against all the guru's, you are also competing about everybody else 

selling something really 

 

Michael: 

you just compete about everything, everything like you this is the thing when you like a lot of 

the time, I do not know about you but people come out to you and say okay so who is your 

competition and i was like dude everyone is my competition, everyone is the competition, 

the banks are the competition, Apple is the competition, everything is your competition 

because if the money is not coming to you in your business, then trust me you go 

somewhere else , like go somewhere else and like for me I prefer that the money came to 

me so that I can actually train people and help them to develop their business but again 

that ..43:27.. morally you know some people do not care, I used to work in a ..43:32..one 

investment broker actually which began out was like a scam, scam you know ..43:39.. for 

investments of I think the biggest one we closed, that I closed was about five hundred grand 

like people just would not want to see money then but if you are just in it for the money, like 

there are tons of ways to do it, but it should do it morally. I have series article of massive 

thing about morals, massive massive thing 

 

 

Erlend: 

the problem with the immoral way of selling is that it is very short term so you do not get a 

lot of repeat business plus in today's world like reputation is so much easier to destroy it 

than it was before ,right? so if you are, let us say you sell something and people actually go 

online and start writing crap about you, people love to read crap and it is dangerous if you 

are immoral now as well. 

 

 

Michael:  

yes, I understand Warren Buffet said I think it was, it takes twenty years to build a reputation 

only twenty seconds to destroy it and it is so true, /it is so true because you slip up, you do 

something that is just very unprofessional, very immoral, if you screw someone either, just 



considered yourself ruin like for  me the amount of work and ethic you know fifteen sixteen 

seventeen and our days plus sometimes I do not have to but because I work on two 

businesses and the other three that ..45:14.. and then all of ones I am advising as 

well ..45:18..  and the philanthrophist so yes it is exhausting but you have to just  do things 

the right way and do it morally because doing all of that will build up a reputation for making 

a hard work, right? which you has but at the same time if I like ruin that by deciding not to 

sign up for a speaking event, I am booked and full and say like for school example or a 

corporate event or let us say that, yes, one of my sales training client does not double the 

revenue for example ..45:55.. or what we have whatever it may be, if you promise something 

and then deliver that, you served, you served.  I have a promised, I will deliver 

 

Erlend: 

talking about speaking gigs, how do you actually get speaking gigs? what is your strategy 

for that in terms of using your sales techniques, not techniques that sounds bad. how do 

you get speaking gigs? 

 

 

Michael: 

for me it is a lot of the time people will just approach me or if I go to an event, one have 

been was London sales and marketing, I was speaking there a couple  of weeks ago. if I go 

to really good event where there was some deep good speakers or there was not speakers 

that you like okay and I have to say that you know to check me out and then let me know if 

you want to book me in, I will do it, just for free because it is a branding, right? it is a 

branding, it will develop your personal standpoint, I mean this is your probably spoken about 

close to twenty maybe thirty times like already but you just try to ask people, ask like go and 

find me event organizer, if you want to go down that rope or build a big enough social 

presence it is like I am killing you ..47:21.. right now but build a strong enough social 

presence that people will going to actually, hi, can we fly out to Sweden for example this is 

one thing that i was asked, I was asked last month, can we fly out to Sweden with you, I 

own a business and I would love ...47:41...rather than train my sales guys, we just love to 

have you coming everyone..47:46..  they paid for my flat and yes happy, paid for my flat, 

paid for the accommodation ..47:53.. and of course but I would say either build a strong 

presence or  do not ask. you do not ask, you do not get like seriously particularly when you 

sent me out, I had to always ask, always ask just like hey, I really enjoyed your event, can I 

speak as well? can I provide value? here is what I do, here is what I have done in the past, 

here is my credibility, you interested? but yes, I will ask. 

 

Erlend: 

okay, so in terms of softwares so there is a lot of sales software out there, what do you use? 

what do you recommend for small businesses? 

 

Michael: 



I will be honest, I just used pen and paper but I find sale rans and everything else it 

is ..48:48.. disorganize people  in my opinion like it is just my opinion. I will use my fan and 

that's it. I will use my fan, I will use my paper and the pen. I like ..48:60.. that is just me, this 

is how I work but I would say for website building and if I am going to build another e-

commerce site which I have been thinking about, I would use I remembered either the shop 

or fly or big commerce both are really awesome. shop or fly or big commerce and website 

wise  I would just like I just use wix, I think wix is just so easy 

 

Erlend: 

which is? 

 

Michael: 

the BYX for just personal websites, personal websites and it is just so easy like a sort of 

client wix on when was this Sunday night, by Monday morning she had be like the possibly 

the second most beautiful website I have ever seen, it is ridiculous WIX, it is awesome. so 

easy, it is a drag, drop, click, right click change the design, make this transparent, make this 

effects here, this is awesome man. so that like for email, I got some of the businesses 

around gmail, I got some on outlook, I got some on even godaddy, I also use godaddy as 

well but for me I do not mind having all in different places because it all goes through to one 

place..50:26..  and normally I am out because I am normally doing something, doing 

something productive so it all comes through ..50:33.. like pen, paper certainly. 

 

Erlend: 

yes, I talked to this friend of mine really famous sales person in Norway and I asked like 

what software do you used like excel?  

 

Michael: 

yes, it is like because it is less about I think for real honest sales people, it is just like okay 

you need to keep a track of it, of what you do, you call someone yourself for me and then 

you do like and goes in to fairy land. well, you know, you don't like other than that, it is just 

keep track of what you said to who you said, if you close someone when are they going to 

buy? they going to buy tonight, seven pm or they going to buy tomorrow or they can close 

on Friday or they going to close in five minutes, when  are they going to buy? get it? things 

like that, I find ..51:25.. I will write on them, I will write on them and then if that client has no 

papers follow up and then I am done, what's up. 

 

 

Erlend: 

it is interesting with to do list as well like I actually just have my software, I use the 

reminders of my phone and as to do I just like write things down but that is more like a brain 

dump but like on any given day I would get up and I will use a pen and paper and I will write 

down like what is in my head. I might review the to do list but I will write down like a sort of 

one percent of tasks that would be mean ninety-nine percent the result and I do those first, 



right and then if I am bored, I can go and look at my one thousand things on my to do list 

that are nice to do 

 

Michael: 

for me ,I have  a split like goals open to two different parts which is goals fit like crazy thing 

that excites me like helping six million people, like living behind the legacy, or building my 

business at fifty six a hundred employees next year for example but that is the goal, that 

should excite you to the level ways of oh, my God man I cannot wait for this and then you 

have the boring to do list which is like ..52:48.. like okay fine now I have to get up, now I 

have to go and approach this person, I have to go and speak to this business, I have to go 

to a recruitment agency, I have to check out these CVs or I have to hire someone to check 

out this CVs, that is the boring stuff that you have to do but knowing that all about boring 

stuff is going to get you somewhere but you do not really mind doing, you know. that is one 

way to always keep myself like on track like everyone is always ask like how do you always 

do so much stuff because  I always know where  I am going ,I am going there like that is my 

goal and that is where I am going because everything gets you done. 

 

Erlend: 

yes, what is your favorite book on selling? 

 

 

Michael: 

favorite book on sales? that is a very good question. I would say is less about as much as at 

selling is about business stake, you can grow rich, you probably know. book is my bible you 

know, I love my book so much. thinking grow rich ..53:55.. is anyone has not write that 

still?  read it five times 

 

Erlend: 

I think it is one of the books that I read, a little bit of every year I do not read the whole thing 

but I have used it and I agree with you it is a very very good book ,very helpful 

 

Michael: 

it is a real classic, I find for me at least personally it fits in so much with ..54:22.. as well with 

what I am trying to do, what I am trying to change the perspective of the sales industry to 

that book really fits in for me it is one amazing 

 

 

Erlend: 

you mentioned Jordan Belfort earlier, but what entrepreneur really inspires you? is that still 

Jordan Belfort or is there somebody else? 

 

Michael: 



I would say, honestly there is only a few entrepreneur that really inspire me one of them she 

had been a very good close friend of mine ..54:54.. she is an online entrepreneur you tube 

specialist and creative ..55:02.. ..55:03.. ..55:04.. and she inspires me and I would 

say ..55:08.. I love ..55:09.. trained by him as well as Belfort and Gary Vee I think Gary Vee is 

a really really good one but I would say Mark Cuban also great entrepreneur and Bill Gates 

I would say just the main one, there is nothing really  sort of hidden I would say you should 

be inspired also by yourself, where you can be in five years time 

 

 

Erlend: 

where will you be in three years time? 

 

Michael: 

three years time, that is a good question. say I would be three years time I would like to be 

at that still at the head as in like we are all purchasing together and own two or three 

businesses, two or three business say I like to build business, sell it, but now I have sort of 

moved on from that aspects of business, I now want, I like to just sell the business, sell out 

and keep it going because keeping it going by I find this is actually the most difficult 

personally, what do you think? 

 

 

Erlend: 

that is a good question, I think previously my goal was like build and sell and I think I would 

still be interested in at selling if it was the right  company, the right person not that it is 

necessarily only an emotional decision but I think I would care about where they would want 

to take the business, I would not sort of get them to buy and then take all the clients and fire 

all the staff for instance I would not like that but if they were saying, this company fits 

perfectly with our future blah blah blah this is the vision that we have for it and I could see 

myself as part of it for like three years then I would consider it but it is not an angle for me, I 

find it fascinating sort of building up, sort of a cash generating entity, I have been reading a 

book by Robert Kiyosaki called the second chance and he wrote about three levels of 

wealth and it is like first level is tertiary wealth which is like paper assets like money and 

stocks and bonds and all these things that do not really exist and then the second level was 

primary wealth which is like real estate, silver and gold, oil like physical oil not ..57:38.. of oil 

but like actual oil, like a barrel, here is my barrel of oil, you can buy it for forty-seven dollars 

and the third level is secondary wealth which is like businesses so I think we need to be 

invested in all but the secondary wealth is where you can really make a lot of money fast 

and I just like having cash flow from companies it seems to be a lot more profitable than real 

estate, like real estate is such a slow horse I mean it is so slow 

 

 

Michael: 



and you have to bear in mind the inflation as well and the thing is with real estate as well, 

one thing I love about business actually is you get back what you put in, you know. if you 

are sitting around and you are not doing anything then of course your business is not going 

to go anywhere right? but with real estate for example, I mean yes you can go ahead, you 

can breathe ..58:31.. you can turn it into.. 58:32.. you can do this ..58:34.. but it is not really 

going to increase the value immediately by ridiculous amount. of course it is going to 

increase but it is overtime, it is overtime it is really a long day, really a long day 

 

 

Erlend: 

let us talk about appearance, right now you are wearing cool wet vest and a shirt and you 

got your silk what do you call it? Handkerchief, looking very dapper. I am going to the gym 

so I am wearing red gym thing, how important is sort of dress to impress would you say in 

terms of selling or can you just sort of do your thing, and that will still be acceptable? look 

before, you know Buckminster Fuller is sort of inventor, he used to dress really wacky 

because he wanted to be futuristic but then he has actually started just wearing a black suit 

with a black tie because he did not want to be judge on his appearance because he was out 

there selling the future so he did not think or want to think he is more accepted if he wore 

black suit, in 2016 how important is it to sort of dress to impress or is it sort of dress 

whatever you want? what is your opinion? 

 

 

Michael: 

like me personally I would just say that just dress how you want it, I want to dress in a suit 

because when I put my suit and I literally every single day I did not wear suit or ..60:01.. suit 

for one day ..60:02..I was actually in a, I was going to Corona not ..60:09.. close your 

way ..60:14.. but i do not  dress to impress, I dressed for me because it puts in a particular 

mindset. if you just running around ..60:26.. whether or not you like it is beside the point but 

you will get jobs, you will get jobs and I hear so many people just moaning and just whining 

about this I want jobs all the time, yes that is life, that should part of the game, play the 

game man, play the game but for me it is just dressing how I want to put me in a particular 

mindset  

 

Erlend: 

yes, I have been doing much so I have a sort of Steve Jobs approach to it like black shirt, 

dark blue jeans and I wear a special type of trainers and that is like, that is my kit that is 

what I have been wearing like consistently for like four years but I have been thinking about 

suiting up recently, maybe it's London maybe it is all sort of London feel but I do think that it 

is cool, it is cool to wear suit and I also think maybe psychologically I would maybe change 

a little bit about you know if I was today I am working from home, it does not feel right to sit 

at home and work in a suit I will probably go to an office everyday instead psychologically it 

does, subconsciously it does, it change maybe how you stand and how you sit now you 

state to people and how people approach you, how you treated in a store, if you wear a suit 



and you go to look at, you know if you go to Gucci and you are wearing a nice suit, you will 

be treated really really well, if you wear a track suit you will not be get in the door. 

 

 

Michael: 

Exactly, it is true you know like whether not people like it is again beside the freaking point 

like people judge people, unfortunately it is just a way humans are, we judged. you do not 

like it well it is fine, just fine tough luck it is going to happen anyway dude, I would like, again 

would you cite this. do you, like do not try and copy anyone else's style, do not try like yes 

sure, I mean like if you like what someone else's wearing like if you like  it because you 

think that would suit you and you think that would be nice for you then..62:43.. me bust out 

say just do you well whether it is business, relationship, just stop following and  just do your 

own thing. I had been wearing suit every single day since I was like I say every single day 

not quite literally but most days since I was like sixteen 

 

Erlend: 

really? 

 

Michael: 

yes, not quite to this level. I just wear as salesman, I just wear sales 

 

Erlend: 

that is cool. so favorite suit brand? 

 

Michael:  

I like a lot of Tailors, I do like a lot of Tailors on several. I would say if people cannot get 

Tailored, go get a suit from I do not know ..63:25..or next or something and then go to a 

tailor, go to dry cleaners for example I know a lot of dry cleaners ..63:32.. friend told me the 

other day and then just get your suits tailored like because it is not so much about the 

material or anything else it is just the fit, if it fits you well, if it is cut nicely just like that's what 

matters, I was like, it is like for the fashion perspective they will see I thought wear a piece 

over the bed this morning but from a fashion perspective yes, just make sure it is cut well 

 

 

Erlend: 

cool, some good advice. so if you have been enjoying this episode, where can we get more 

information about you Michael, where do we go? line? sales training? dot code UK or what 

is the best place? what you have to offer as a special thing today? 

 

 

Michael: 

special thing today, I am going to, in fact I am going to set up a seventy-eight percent off 

code actually for my online training at linesalestraining.code.uk what should we call it? let us 



call a hardcore mba, hardcore mba is going to be the coupon code seventy-eight percent off 

so that takes my online training to no less four hundred fifty-one dollars six times about 

ninety-nine I think 

 

Erlend: 

and what was that training all about? can you tell us something about it? 

 

Michael: 

absolutely, that is all about learning how to sell and how to sell efficiently and like as we 

were saying how to do it morally and effectively. morally effectively and it is also part of your 

mindset as well you know like I have really go quite deepen to the mindset part because a 

lot of sales is you know  it is just brain game you know so I go quite deepen to that, the 

introduction, pitch, tonality, body language, there is so many parts, so many different 

aspects of it so that's some. I will do that for you say if you do not ask it you do not get 

right? 

 

Erlend: 

exactly, so that is linesalestraining.code.uk..65:31.. /hardcoremba in one word and you can 

get a great sales training at seventy-eight percent off. 

 

 

Michael: 

yes, if you want to find out more about me personally then go to michaeljringer.code.uk 

or ..65:50.. there is so many websites, it is unbelievable. 

 

Erlend: 

fantastic. guys, this is been amazing thank you so much for  being on the show, lots of cool 

insights, very good chat, good banter as you would say in UK and if you enjoy this episode 

please go to itunes and write a review and help us reach a broader audience and keep on 

bringing on guest, adding that value to you and the world so writing a review takes you 

about three minutes and helps us massively so maybe watch our episode. thank you 

Michael for being on the show, I appreciate it and hope to meet you soon 

 

 

  

 

This podcast is brought to you by Mr. Outsourced.com outsourcing to the Philippines 

done for years, Mr. Outsourced is a recruitment company matching busy entrepreneurs 

with Filipino virtual assistants so you can have the time to focus on what is important. 

  

 

 

 



 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

   

  

 

 


